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Quasi-static speckles are ubiquitous and limit sensitivity
Halo profiles enhanced to better show QSS.

Quasi-static speckles are caused
by aberrations and imperfections
within the telescope optics.
They are typically fainter than
the AO speckle halo which
averages to a smooth
background and can be removed
in a long exposure. The slower
speckles change, but not fast
enough to average, nor are they
static enough to be calibrated.
They can be adaptively “dialedout” with the DM, but only by
using measurements made
during the observation, and at
the science camera to avoid noncommon-path errors.

High-Contrast Imaging Group

Computed speckle phases allow per-pixel sorting
into 4 images where speckle halo is in-phase.

Residual AO Speckles are probes-of-opportunity

Dust and Aberrations cause
Semi-Static Speckles and
Imperfect Halo Suppression

Center For Astronomical Adaptive Optics

Direct Imaging L-Band Speckles (30 ms steps shown)

Phase-Sorting Counts

Simulation used AOSim2
with a 1200-mode
non-predictive reconstructor.
WFS @ 1kHz.
Science frames @ 100 FPS.
Only monochromatic fields
were used for this simulation.

GMT TIGER
PAC APP OPD

The speckles are
taken around the mean
halo. This ensures
a reasonable balance
into all phases for
real atmospheric speckles.
Resonance and vibrations
may not be so equally
distributed.

PAC APP Imaging L-Band Speckles (30 ms steps)

PSI-Generated Interferograms at 4 90-degree Phases

Halo Complex Amplitude (30 ms steps shown)
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Complex Speckles can be computed from WFS measurements.
Phases are then used to bin pixels of Science Camera images.
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Construction of a Speckled Halo
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Slow Wind Case: Slight Decorrelation and
Phase Smearing in 20 ms Science Exposures

These are processed like normal interferograms to find the
complex amplitude of the quasi-static halo.

PSI-Derived Halos

PSI uses the fast complex speckle halo
computed from the AO WFS data to
analyze the changing PSF intensity
images into a statistical interferometric
data set. This is processed to find the
phase and amplitude of the static halo,
especially the quasi-static speckles.

Longer exposures reduce the usable partial coherence
of rapidly-evolving residual AO speckles.

Faster Wind Case: Greater Decorrelation and
Phase Smearing in the direction of the wind.

The frame rate of the science camera is important since even if the speckle intensity remains constant, the
complex amplitude phase changes rapidly. AO lag error along with wind-driven wavefront aberrations gives
pronounced speckles that change more slowly near the star. The dominant evolution is phase wrapping of the
speckles' complex phasors. Since with PSI we want to use speckle phase as a key to interpreting the intensity
changes of the speckles, short exposures give more useful speckles while longer exposures average out the
faster speckles. These images are simulations of the MMT M-band halo with a PAC and AO correction,
averaged over 4 different exposures and a boiling 20 m/s wind. From the results, it would appear that a
science camera frame rate of 30 frames/s (or faster) will give good probe speckle coverage out to 6–8 l/D.

This information feeds an anti-halo servo in
closed-loop around some region of the focal plane.
Using PSI in an Anti-Halo Servo

Visibility and Partial Coherence in the PSI Halo
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